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Only in unusual cases can one approximate the experimental
helical propensity of an unaggregated peptide in water from its
amino acid composition and sequence by using the conventional
site and sequence independent initiation and propagation
parameters.1,2 Algorithms that rely solely on these paramaters
fail if stabilizing side chain contacts of particular pairs of amino
acids at (i, i + 4) or (i, i + 3) intraloop separations override
sequence independent stability effects. Intraloop stabilizations
of these types have been documented,3 but no simple experi-
mental test has previously measured their dominance within a
particular peptide. If helicity is correctly modeled by sequence
independent propagation constants (s values),2 local sequence
permutations must result in small helicity changes.4 However,
a large decrease in helicity is expected if a permutation disrupts
stabilizing intraloop contacts. The peptide MHKDFLEKIGGL
(Themiste zostericolamyohemerythrin, residues 76-87) com-
prises the region of a larger peptide shown by Dyson et al. by
CD and 1H NMR analysis to be highly helical in trifluoro-
ethanol-water mixtures.5 We find that the helicity of this
peptide is dramatically reduced by a permutation of the FLEKI
sequence.
Trifluoroethanol (TFE) in dilute aqueous solution enhances

helicity primarily by reducing the capacity of water to form
hydrogen bonds with amides, increasing the helicity of peptides
with a predisposition toward helix formation.6 Consistent with

this effect, NMR spectroscopy of the myohemerythrin fragment
in water alone reveals a disordered, protohelical structure.5

In 10 mol % TFE-water, the helical CD spectra of MH-
KDFLEKIGGL and its variants YHKDFLEKIGGL and MH-
KDFLEKIAYL are similar (Figure 1).7 Switching Glu and Asp
(MHKDFLEKIAYL f MHKEFLDKIAYL) likewise results in
only a modest CD change (spectra not shown). The (i, i + 4)
spacing of anR-helix permits stabilizing hydrophobic contact
between the side chains of Phe and Ile, similar to reported (i, i
+ 4) Tyr-Val and Val-Tyr interactions.3c,e This stabilization is
expected to be sustained by positional interchange, as well as
by replacement of Phe by Tyr. For the benchmark MHKDFLE-
KIAYL, a change to MHKDILEKFAYL (FLEKI f ILEKF)
results in only a slight ellipticity change. However, the
ellipticity is significantly reduced if Phe and Ile are replaced
by Ala, widely viewed as a stronger helix stabilizer,2 and the
helical signature is abolished if the FLEKI sequence is permuted
to EKFLI (Figure 2). This CD change implies a strong context
dependence among thes values for amino acid residues at the
FLEKI site.
Direct evidence for an (i, i + 4) contact is provided by a

crosspeak between the Phe aromatic and both Ile and Leu methyl
resonances in a ROESY spectrum8 of the helical analog
YHDILEKFGGL (FLEKI f ILEKF), measured at 5°C, pH
3.5 in D2O-containing 10 mol % TFE-d3. The assignment was
confirmed by ROESY spectra of deuterium-labeled I and L
peptides. ROESY spectra of the pentapeptide Ac-ILEKY-NH2

under these conditions also show a crosspeak between Tyr
aromatic and Ile+ Leu methyl resonances, which is observed
in D2O alone or in 3:1 D2O-DMSO-d6, but at significantly
reduced intensity. The CD spectrum of Ac-ILEKY-NH2 (Figure
3) reflects nonrandom structure which is enhanced by TFE,
abolished by the denaturant guanidine hydrochloride, and
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Figure 1. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra (mean residue molar
ellipticity in deg cm2 dmol-1 vs λ in nm) of sequence variants of the
helical peptide MHKDFLEKIGGL at 5°C, 10 mol % TFE-water, pH
10.3 (at which ellipticity is maximal). Replacement of the C-terminal
sequence GGL by AYL, or M by Y at the N-terminus, results in small
ellipticity changes. (Conversion of MHKDFLEKIAYL to Ac-MH-
KDFLEKIAYL-NH 2 or to the sequence variant Ac-AHKDILEKYGGL-
NH2 results in no change in curve shape but enhances ellipticity by
1.7 and 1.3-fold, respectively.)
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diminished for the sequence variants Ac-ALEKY-NH2 and
Ac-ALEKA-NH2. The strong stabilization by TFE suggests the
presence within the structure of intramolecular hydrogen bond-
ing.6 Several groups have recently reported similar shortR- or
310-helical structures in the crystal and in nonaqueous solu-
tions.10

We further characterized the relative helicities of these
peptides by linking them to the reporting conformational
template Ac-Hel1. The ratio of s-trans to s-cis conformations
of the acetyl group in Ac-Hel1-peptide conjugates is proportional

to the peptide helicities.11 In 4 mol % CF3CD2OD-D2O at
pH 10.5 and 25°C, the four conjugates Ac-Hel1-X-NH2, where
X ) AFLEKIA, AILEKFA, AALEKAA, and AEKFLIA, show
respectivet/c ratios of 5.8, 4.4, 3.0, and 2.2, consistent with
the order of 222 nm negative ellipticities observed for analogous
peptides of Figures 2 and 3. These results show that a stabilizing
interaction inferred for helical segments of proteins is mirrored
in the properties of simple pentapeptides,12 supporting a
“bootstrap” analysis in which the complex energetic interactions
characteristic of highly helical conformations of large peptides
are modeled as a series of more tractable effects, observable in
fragments of the larger segment.13

The dramatic decreases in helicity that result from modifica-
tions of the (i, i + 4) hydrophobic interactions of the FLEKI
region suggest that the manifold of highly populated helical
conformations of MHKDFLEKIGGL and its analogs is re-
stricted to those that retain the Phe-Ile interaction or its
equivalent. Two conceptually distinct models for the helical
state sum are consistent with this inference. The conventional
state sum for MHKDFLEKIGGL or its analogs is proportional
to a constant, low-probability initiation parameter and contains
terms proportional to the stability of every possible helical
peptide conformer, including those that lack a helical FLEKI
sequence. Multiplication of the terms corresponding to helical
FLEKI-containing sequences by weighting factors would allow
this state sum to mirror the stabilizing FLEKI interaction.
Equivalently, exclusion of terms that lack this interaction would
yield a much simpler state sum containing no weighting factors,
but with a redefined, larger initiation parameter that reflects the
high probability of helix nucleation from the FLEKI sequence.
In TFE-water, helices formed from MHKDFLEKIGGL and
its analogs are initiated by a single highly probable helical site
consisting of the (i, i + 4) hydrophobic loop, first formed under
conditions favorable to helix formation and last lost under
denaturing conditions. It remains to be seen whether this case
is unusual or whether other helical peptide sequences excised
from proteins can be viewed as nucleated from a few highly
probable initiation sites. The permutation test and the “boot-
strap” analysis introduced in this paper should allow this
question to be addressed experimentally.
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Figure 2. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra (mean residue molar
ellipticity in deg cm2 dmol-1 vs λ in nm) of sequence variants of the
helical peptide MHKDFLEKIGGL at 5°C, 10 mol % TFE-water, pH
10.3. Replacement of the FLEKI sequence by ALEKA or by EKFLI
results in respective 1.6- and 3.9-fold decreases in negative ellipticity
at 222 nm.

Figure 3. CD spectra (mean residue molar ellipticity in deg cm2 dmol-1

vs λ in nm) of sequence variants of the pentapeptide sequence
Ac-ILEKY-NH 2 at 5°C, 10 mol % TFE-water, pH 10.3. Substitution
of A for I to yield Ac-ALEKY-NH 2 reduces the negative ellipticity at
222 nm by 2.5-fold. The CD of Ac-ALEKA-NH2 shows no evidence
of nonrandom structure.
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